Safeguarding Identities with GAN-based Face Anonymization
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ABSTRACT

Effective anonymous facial registration techniques are critical to address privacy concerns arising from facial recognition technology. This study presents an intelligent anonymity platform that incorporates blockchain with advanced privacy and uses a CIAGAN-powered approach. This solution addresses the immediate need for privacy in facial recognition technology. The proposed system uses advanced techniques to anonymously generate highly realistic and effective facial images. The widespread use of facial recognition systems places greater emphasis on privacy concerns, emphasizing the need for strong enrollment mechanisms. The proposed system uses CIAGAN to address this challenge and generate facial images while preserving important attributes. Blockchain storage ensures that data integrity and security are maintained. The process begins with detailed image preprocessing steps to improve data quality and eliminate unwanted noise. CIAGAN can generate anonymous face images with important facial attributes to complicate the recognition of specific objects. A dataset of 202,599 facial images was used. Performance metrics such as PSNR and SSIM indicate image quality and uniformity. The PSNR obtained was 35.0516, indicating a unique image anonymization process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, with the rapid development and deployment of technology, facial anonymization has become a matter of urgency [1-4]. This problem has been intensified by the numerous digital devices that create and transmit visual content almost uncontrollably, many times without a person’s awareness or consent. The essence of sufficient protection is embodied in privacy and security concerns, such as cyberbullying and fraud [5-8]. GDPR is the result of private data security being a major concern. Data quality can be compromised by strict laws that complicate explicit consent to data use [9-11]. Privacy issues on human image data have become a serious problem. GANs can generate images that look very almost real and ensure that private details are well protected. Facial masking is the procedure to anonymize faces in images. Such systems can transform facial data in images or videos to distort identities. However, the distorted data must not contain unrelated image data [12]. Facial anonymization techniques should establish security and higher privacy in the digital media world. The primary task is to use deep learning to avoid revealing unique facial appearance features that can lead to identification [13]. These approaches aim to make any attempt at facial recognition ineffective [14]. Above all, anonymized photos must meet their purpose and, at the same time, meet the highest standards of privacy and quality [15].

It is necessary to create a standard to evaluate the adequacy, quality, and privacy protection of anonymized photos. Masking human identity is very important in many domains, including surveillance, social networks, medical imagery, research, and education [16, 17]. The remarkable advances have improved the performance and efficiency of such processes [18]. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have paved the way for solving privacy problems. GAN technology is highly valued for its widely used generating capabilities and is used for the development of many complex products. With the advantages provided by GAN optimization strategies and their ability to resolve numerous privacy and security issues, GANs have gained the attention of the academic and industrial communities [19, 20]. In essence, a GAN has two neural networks that cooperate but operate in a duality manner: the generator and the discriminator. The generator attempts to produce fake data or inputs that mimic the genuine with the ultimate goal of defeating the discriminator [19]. The discriminator is a deep learning-based algorithm designed to distinguish between genuine and fake data after learning. In general, the generator attempts to fool the discriminator. This allows the generation of
synthetic data that resemble real-world scenarios [20, 21]. GAN [22] is an important aspect of image generation, involving a generator network to produce synthetic images that are indistinguishable from real-life photos by deceiving the discriminator. This study examines the weaknesses of previous face anonymization techniques and proposes a face anonymization method that increases the privacy and data utility of images. In [23], the foundation for contemporary approaches to privacy protection was established. This study aimed to safeguard against re-identification by guaranteeing that individuals within a dataset remain indistinguishable. Facial photographs were anonymized by taking an average of k photos from a certain collection, ensuring privacy protection. However, the k-same technique has some disadvantages, especially when addressing ghosting artifacts resulting from image misalignment. These artifacts weaken image privacy by modifying the original quality [24]. The study in [25] focused on eliminating privacy concerns about the participation of people in remote video conferences. This study focused on the efficient use of blur filters for video calls.

Deep learning is an advanced subfield of machine learning that works similarly to the human brain [26]. In [27], a new method was proposed for face de-identification, subtly mixing some facial features by interchanging faces and applying K-anonymity without altering the sketch of the images. In [28], an approach focusing on de-identifying the entire body was proposed, surpassing the simple obscuring of facial regions. This method combined the Viola-Jones face detector, a deep convolutional GAN, and the graph cut segmentation algorithm. In [29], a synthesis-based approach was proposed, aiming to enhance privacy by enabling the transfer of facial attributes. This method used an encoder-decoder network structure and allowed better preservation of distinct facial features and simultaneous concealing of identities by transferring them from image to image. In [30], a variational GAN was used to obtain image representations that kept the expression as the facial feature with identity privacy. The Conditional Identity Anonymization Generative Adversarial Network (CIAGAN) model [31] is an advanced solution specifically designed to anonymize images and videos. This model provides a new swapping-face strategy, taking advantage of the encoder-decoder architecture and employing adversarial training. This model applies sophisticated landmark extraction procedures to precisely identify and conceal given facial features in photos. Such territories are substituted with other, artificially made, to maintain the confidentiality of services and information. This model stands out from traditional approaches by ensuring both anonymity and diversity. In [32], blockchain was used with image anonymization. Blockchain is an electronically distributed database shared by all nodes within a specific network, where blocks are linked together, resembling a linked list. It serves as a digital database ensuring secure storage of data and swift access for authorized users. Blockchain consists of two main components: transaction records of actions among network nodes and the recording of all transactions, traceable back to the first block. The important security aspects of blockchain pertinent to facial image security are immutability, instant availability, integrity, transparency, audibility, and anonymity [33]. Table I shows a comparative analysis of state-of-the-art approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Anonymization technique</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Privacy guaranty</th>
<th>Test dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>MNIST, TFD, [42]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[45], [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[45], [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DALY, [47], [49]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>MOTS, [49], [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>[51] and others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study:
- Introduces a cutting-edge framework that uses blockchain and the CIAGAN model for intelligent face anonymization, effectively addressing the growing concerns around privacy.
- The proposed model generates incredibly lifelike and anonymous facial images while also incorporating blockchain to improve data security. This technique ensures improved data quality and eliminates noise, thus improving the effectiveness of face anonymization.
- Implements a thorough evaluation protocol using PSNR and SSIM to evaluate the quality of anonymized images.

II. INTELLIGENT BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED GAN-BASED FACE ANONYMIZATION MODEL

The proposed method uses GANs for image anonymization, encompassing pre-processing input images to isolate sensitive facial regions and recognizable background objects, generating anonymized images through GAN training, and securely storing anonymized images in blockchain for increased security and access control. Image resizing, fine-tuning, and loss functions were used to improve the method's performance and the level of realism in the images produced. The main focus was to optimize the anonymized image to achieve three key objectives: maintain privacy and image quality, and secure the data.

A. Problem Statement

Facial image anonymization aims to develop a robust model to effectively balance privacy preservation, image utility, and security. Let $I_{orig}$ represent the original facial image and $I_{anon}$ denote the generated anonymized one. Primary
objectives can be measured using the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) and the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).

1) Privacy Preservation Objective

This objective aims to minimize the loss of structural information in the anonymized image compared to the original image. This objective is quantified by maximizing the SSIM between $I_{orig}$ and $I_{anon}$. SSIM is a perceptual metric that considers changes in structural information, luminance, and contrast. A higher SSIM indicates greater similarity to the original image, thus preserving privacy by retaining important visual features without revealing sensitive information.

$$PrivacyPreservationObjective = \max SSIM(I_{orig}, I_{anon})$$ (1)

2) Image Utility Objective

This objective ensures that the anonymized image maintains high visual quality, making it useful for various computer vision tasks such as detection and recognition. This objective is measured by the PSNR between $I_{orig}$ and $I_{anon}$. PSNR quantifies the relationship between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of noise that affects its representation. A higher PSNR indicates better image quality, suggesting that the anonymized image retains sufficient detail and clarity for practical applications.

$$ImageUtilityObjective = \max (PSNR(I_{orig}, I_{anon}))$$ (2)

3) Security Objective

The security objective focuses on reducing the risk of privacy breaches by minimizing the vulnerability of the anonymized image to re-identification attacks. This objective is measured by a custom vulnerability metric that assesses the susceptibility of the anonymized image to adversarial attacks and re-identification techniques. Factors that influence this metric include the robustness of the anonymization method, the strength of encryption techniques, and the ability of the model to withstand adversarial attacks. Blockchain ensures the integrity and authenticity of the anonymized images. Blockchain’s decentralized nature provides an immutable ledger for storing image data, ensuring that any unauthorized attempts to tamper with the anonymized images are easily detectable. This integration significantly reduces the risk of re-identification and improves the overall security of the anonymization process.

$$SecurityObjective = \min (Risk(I_{anon}))$$ (3)

B. Proposed Intelligent Face Anonymization Model

Figure 1 shows the proposed image privacy model, which is seamlessly integrated with the blockchain. The model incorporates a generator and discriminator framework and the blockchain architecture. The model has six essential stages: data collection, image preprocessing, integration with blockchain, processing using GANs, output generation, and blockchain validation. Each step ensures the coordination of a crucial element of the data flow and seamless transition while upholding robust protection. The procedure commences with the identification of facial landmarks, followed by the generation of background images for masks. Subsequently, cropping and scaling techniques are employed in the input photographs. Afterward, the modified photographs are stored in arrays, which are subsequently uploaded to a blockchain. A CIAGAN is used to achieve anonymization. The procedure initializes the generator and discriminator neural networks within the CIAGAN, followed by training over multiple epochs. During the training, the discriminator evaluates both genuine and counterfeit photographs, while the generator develops the ability to produce genuine counterfeit images to mislead the discriminator. The trained GAN is used to produce the final anonymized images.

C. Data Acquisition

The CelebA dataset [50] is a well-known source for facial attribution assignments, containing 202,599 celebrity photos covering a range of characteristics. Each image has a resolution of 178×218 pixels. 162,000 images were used for training, 20,000 for validation, and 20,599 for testing. The collection contains extensive information about many elements of the celebrities’ appearances, covering forty unique attributes. For the training process, the images were standardized to 128×128 pixels to balance computational efficiency and model performance, cropping them to a square aspect ratio, and then downscaling them to the desired dimensions. This step facilitated the consistent image processing by the CIAGAN model, ensuring that it could effectively learn the relevant features while maintaining computational efficiency.

D. Image Preprocessing

The images were landmarked to annotate significant facial features that can include private information. The image background was masked to eliminate it and highlight the primary subject. The images were cropped to successfully hide prominent facial features while maintaining image utility. The intended result was achieved by employing cropping, region of interest selection, face detection, and facial landmark detection. In the end, image resizing was used to change the dimensions of the images while preserving their use and anonymity.

E. Blockchain-enabled Face Anonymization

The blockchain network was used to address privacy, security, and accountability issues. Blockchain’s use of cryptographic hashing methods improves security and ensures the integrity of anonymized facial data. Furthermore, as blockchain transactions are visible, users may thoroughly examine and verify data transactions. Blockchain enhances auditing and accountability by facilitating the tracking of data sources and monitoring data usage through its audit trail features. This promotes transparency and accountability in all aspects of data management. Furthermore, the application of blockchain removes the need for middlemen by enabling direct peer-to-peer sharing of data among authorized institutions.

F. Proposed GIAGAN-based Face Anonymization Model

This study uses the CIAGAN model to translate input photos, landmarks, representations of masked faces, and stated IDs. The generator uses the one-hot encoded identification data processed after the encoder effectively translates complex visual properties into a lower-dimensional environment. The decoder produces output images by amalgamating the input data. The discriminator diligently analyses these synthesized
images, skillfully differentiating between genuine and artificial ones. Noise vectors are employed to produce counterfeit images that exhibit a high degree of realism. The discriminator examines the collection of photos, highlighting and identifying any instances of false attempts. The detected photos are sent back to the generator for further improvement, creating an iterative process that aims to produce difficult-to-identify counterfeit images. Finally, the generator produces real images that are accepted as genuine. These images are then stored on the blockchain to ensure security and preservation. Until the generator produces output with the appropriate degree of authenticity and quality, the aforementioned iterative process continues. Figure 2 shows the detailed process.

**G. Security As A Service (SECAaaS) for Intelligent Face Anonymization**

SECAaaS is a method to provide a wide range of services through cloud infrastructure. This approach integrates SECAaaS to enhance the security and privacy of GIAGAN-generated anonymized facial images. Once the anonymized images are produced, SECAaaS provides robust encryption to protect the data from unauthorized access. The encrypted images are then securely recorded on a blockchain, ensuring tamper-proof storage and maintaining an immutable record of the anonymization process. SECAaaS also enforces strict access controls and continuous monitoring to detect and respond to security threats in real time. Additionally, it offers auditing capabilities to ensure compliance with data protection regulations. SECAaaS ensures that the entire process, from anonymization to data storage and access, is secure and transparent, protecting individuals’ privacy and maintaining data integrity. Figure 3 shows the full SECAaaS architecture.
III. DEVELOPMENT

A. Tool and Technologies

Table II details the software tools used to develop the proposed method. The codebase for training and producing anonymous photos and movies was largely developed using Python libraries and modules. Given its extensive use in machine learning and deep learning, as well as its interoperability with popular environments such as Google Colab and VS coding, Python 3 was selected as the programming language [51, 52]. Python also helped optimize resources thanks to its open-source nature, small memory footprint, and support for GPU acceleration to speed up training. By including TensorFlow and PyTorch libraries, the model’s capabilities were further increased. PyTorch stood out due to its user-friendly interface and strong support for intricate neural network designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pandas</td>
<td>To generate a data frame for the dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyTorch</td>
<td>For deep learning and image processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCV (cv2)</td>
<td>For computer vision and image processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA v12.0</td>
<td>NVIDIA API for GPU acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matplotlib</td>
<td>For data visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumPy</td>
<td>To generate a random image for test data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaggle API</td>
<td>To fetch the CelebA dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepFace</td>
<td>API for facial recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dlib</td>
<td>Used for facial landmark detection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Training Strategy

CIAGAN was implemented using the TensorFlow and PyTorch frameworks. The CelebA dataset was preprocessed, with images resized to 128×128 pixels to ensure consistency. The Least Squares Generative Adversarial Network (LSGAN) framework was integrated to enhance training stability and image quality by modifying the traditional GAN loss function. Specifically, the LSGAN loss function minimizes the Pearson $\chi^2$ divergence, resulting in more stable training dynamics. The generator and discriminator were optimized using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. The performance of CIAGAN was evaluated using PSNR and SSIM to ensure high-quality and similar anonymized images. Blockchain was used to store and manage the anonymized images securely. This integration provides a comprehensive solution for facial image anonymization, maintaining privacy while ensuring the usability and security of the anonymized data.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance Metrics

SSIM and PSNR are classic performance metrics to evaluate pictures. PSNR compares the produced images to their source and yields a quality score by calculating the peak signal power ratio to the power of picture differences. The PSNR formula is as follows:

$$PSNR = 10 \cdot \log_{10}(\frac{\text{Max}^2}{\text{MSE}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
where $\text{Max}$ is the highest 8-bit value that a picture can have. Averaging the squared discrepancies between adjacent pixels can determine the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the produced and source images. In general, a PSNR between 30 and 50 dB is considered to indicate good picture quality. SSIM evaluates picture quality by considering structure, brightness, and contrast. SSIM measures the degree to which the produced images structurally resemble the original. A siamese network architecture was used to enhance the model's capability to distinguish between similar and dissimilar images. The siamese network was trained using a contrastive loss function, encouraging the network to minimize the feature distance between images of the same identity and maximize the distance between different images. This training strategy enables the siamese network to learn discriminative features that facilitate effective facial recognition and similarity assessment. SSIM is given by:

$$\text{SSIM}(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x \mu_y + C_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + C_2)}{\mu_y^2 + \sigma_y^2 + C_1}$$

where the compared images are denoted by $x$ and $y$, $\mu$ represents their mean values, $\sigma$ represents their variance, and $\sigma$ their dispersion. Finally, the division with a weak denominator can be stabilized by using the tiny constants $C_1$ and $C_2$. An SSIM value close to 1 means that the original and generated images are very similar, a value of -1 indicates perfect anti-correlation, and a value of 0 means that there is no resemblance. The experimental results showed that the images produced had a high-quality output with a PSNR of 35.0516 and an SSIM score of 0.8898.

**Fig. 3.** SECaaS diagram of proposed intelligent face anonymization model.

**B. Quantitative Results**

Figure 4 displays the model's loss convergence, illustrating the patterns for the discriminator (Critic), Generator, and the siamese network. The presence of a noticeable plateau in both the discriminator and generator curves indicates the achievement of a stable condition, suggesting that the generator regularly produces images of sufficient quality to deceive the discriminator into classifying them as authentic. In contrast, the curve of the siamese network demonstrates a pattern of decreasing loss as the number of repetitions increases, indicating a consistent improvement in the network's capacity to differentiate between similarities and differences across images during training. This pattern highlights the network's ability to acquire knowledge and enhance its image categorization skills through greater exposure to training data.

**Fig. 4.** Convergence loss for the proposed model.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of a picture processed using blurring and the proposed model. Unlike typical blurring techniques that indiscriminately cover visual information, the
proposed model uses complex algorithms to enable successful anonymization while maintaining the subject's original attitude. Blurring, particularly in the context of computer vision applications, has some limits when it comes to tasks like tracking and identification. The shortcomings of conventional blurring techniques in terms of adjusting to and learning from sample photographs were described in [31], which impedes their effectiveness in image de-identification. However, the proposed model produces excellent anonymized photographs, demonstrating its remarkable performance and ability to preserve original features while enhancing privacy.

The process of anonymizing videos using the proposed intelligent model involved the execution of a series of steps. At first, the video feed was divided into separate image frames to make it easier to process. Following the initial stages, subsequent procedures were followed to isolate and crop facial regions from each frame. Then, these regions were subjected to anonymization procedures to obscure identifiable features. After removing personal information, these facial segments were reinserted into their corresponding video sequences, guaranteeing thorough anonymization of facial data while maintaining the overall authenticity of the visual content, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

C. Performance Evaluation of Face Anonymization

The model's performance was comprehensively evaluated using multiple measures, as shown in Table III and Figure 9. The Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) scores, which measure the similarity between generated and genuine images, were consistently low in all subsets. The testing subset had the lowest FID value of 15.05, indicating a higher degree of similarity to real images. The precision, recall, and F1-score metrics measure the accuracy of the model in classifying and detecting features. These measures consistently show high values, indicating strong performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FID</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>mAP @0.5</th>
<th>mAP @0.5:0.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A. Baseline Approach vs. Proposed Anonymization Model

Conventional techniques for blurring faces are inadequate in facilitating the identification and monitoring of faces in computer vision tasks. In addition, the provision of limited anonymity is observed due to the ease with which blurred regions can be reversed using widely used image filtering algorithms. Figure 5 shows that the intelligent model outperforms the baseline blurring method when it comes to keeping users' identities hidden while still preserving important visual details.

B. Proposed Model vs AnonymousNet

AnonymousNet [52] employs a GAN model to achieve image de-identification. However, the produced images frequently display inconsistencies, such as variations in hair
color, compared to the original images. The proposed method for image anonymization protects privacy while preserving the authenticity of the original images. Unlike AnonymousNet, which has the potential to introduce inconsistencies in anonymized images, CIAGAN guarantees a higher level of precision in replicating essential characteristics by integrating facial landmarks and utilizing advanced image processing methods. After comparing the two models, as shown in Table IV, it is clear that the proposed Intelligent Model outperformed AnonymousNet in various important metrics. The SSIM score of 0.8898 indicates a higher degree of similarity to the source images, and the PSNR value of 35.0516 indicates less noise and improved fidelity in the generated images. The results validate the superiority of the proposed model in producing high-quality images, showcasing its efficacy and reliability in practical situations.

| TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS RESULT COMPARISON |
|-----------------|----------|----------|
| Model           | PSNR     | SSIM     |
| AnonymousNet [52] | 20.07    | 0.7894   |
| Proposed Model   | 35.0516  | 0.8898   |

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study presents a comprehensive framework for facial image anonymization. Combining CIAGAN and blockchain, this study addresses privacy concerns associated with facial popularity structures. The proposed technique demonstrated excellent results in balancing first-class image privacy, as verified by extensive experimentation and evaluation with AnonymousNet. CIAGAN enables the introduction of stunning anonymized images with minimal loss of quality, as evidenced by the PSNR and SSIM metrics. The proposed method provides a compelling strategy to address the growing need for privacy and facial recognition in unique application domains. It also provides certain safe and responsible use, meeting the growing demands. In the future, additional research efforts are needed to enhance the efficiency and scalability of the proposed framework. Effectively managing large datasets and dealing with the complexities of real-time deployment are critical. Furthermore, exploring advanced strategies such as federated knowledge or differential privacy could significantly improve the privacy properties of this framework.
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